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"outside of Christianity, Mysticism will everywhere arise, as the
very flower of the religious development; but a Christian is bound
to declare the mystical experience of God to be a delusion," the
author argues that, to make good this contention, Herrmann " has
to define all Mysticism in terms of Exclusive Mysticism, and then
to reject such an aberration,'" and in turn accuses the Bitschlian
theologian of "exclusive objectivity " (vol. iL, p. 263). But we are
not told what view of the relation of the mystical to the historical
revelation the author would substitute for that of Herrmann. Hig
own insistence upon the Neo-platonic sources of Christian mysticism,
as well as upon the pantheistic tendencies of the latter, seems rather
to favour than to discredit Herrmann's contention.

Such are some of the ohief questions raised, rather than answered,
by this interesting work. But whether we agree with the author's
conclusions or not, we cannot fail to be impressed by his candour
and sincerity, by his true catholicity of mind, and by the care and
aoouracy of his scholarship m many fields. These qualities give
his book a value quite independent of the controversial issues with
which it deals.

JAHBS SETH.

Vorletungen zur Ein/Uhrung in die ExperimenUUe Padagogik und
ihre psychologischen Orundlagen, von ERNST MBUMANN.
Zweiter Band. Leipsig : Wilhelm Engelmann; London:
Williams A Norgate, 1907. Pp. viii, 467.x

PEOPESSOB MBUMANN, in a preface to his second volume, desires to
correct an error into which he asserts that many of the critics of
his first volume have fallen. They have supposed, he says, that
he wishes to make a sharp break with the pedagogy of the past;.
that he desires, as an American might say, to run a moist pen slick
through everything and start fresh. I am not altogether surprised
that his readers, eyen careful ones, have been thus impressed. For,
after all, to be effective in reform, an author cannot too tenderly
h^nrlla the views he rejects. And perhaps the sharpness of German
controversial tone, apart from any particular hostility on Prof.
Meumann's part to any view -criticised, may have had something
to do with the opinion found among some of his English and Ameri-
can critics—that his work threatened not so much to fulfil as to de-
stroy. The author, however, says very pointedly that he has been
misunderstood, and asks whether he would be likely to help forward
the publication of the work of the great masters of the past if that
were really his view; and we are bound to accept his disclaimer.

Quite sharply, the psychology and pedagogy of the immediate
future will, among extremists, be sundered into psychology and
experimental psychology, pedagogy and experimental pedagogy.

1 For Critical Notice of vol. i. of Meumann, see last July.
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But those who have absorbed the work of the masters of the past
are in the most profitable position, provided they do not stagger
under their load, to take up the work of to-day; and not only to
decide between the conflicting views of the brilliant theorists who
have passed away, but—a much rarer thing—to announce new truths
on the basis of new work; for, in these days of co-operative speoial-
istic research, only he who has an excellent memory can be truly
original, as I. Zangwill, paradoxically but truthfully, tells us. With
all this Prof. Meumann would, I think, agree; and those of us
who are inclined to reverence rather than to orittcism must re-
member that experimental pedagogy has had a big battle to fight,
even in Germany; that the dust of conflict still hangs over the
field; and that the quondam protagonists have not yet acquired all
the urbanity which comes to the secure.

Prof. Meutnann's second volume will, in my judgment, be found
even more valuable aud practical than the first; and it could not
be either as valuable or as practical as it is unless it were at the
same time as competently theoretical. Still it would be right to-
describe it as experimental pedagogy rather than as educational
psychology. For the latter, an equipment in science is the main
propaedeutic; for the former, an equipment in the protracted teach-
ing of children. Whereas the former volume traces the mental
development of the school child, measured, as far as possible, by
methods whioh, as Binet would say, are extra-scolaire, the present
volume sets before us the aotual problems of the school, and, as far
as the present state of knowledge will permit, tells us how to set
about solving them.

As is well known, Prof. Meumann is an experimentalist of dis-
tinction as well as a writer of books; and not only has he given us
an admirable summary of the work generally, but is, in addition,
able to refer us in detail to his own work on the questions at
issue.c

Those who .look in this book for cut-and-dried decisions as to
•debatable points of school method will, I am glad to say, meet with
considerable disappointment. There is nothing more irritating to
those, few in number in every country, and fewest of all in England,
who are trying to find out the best methods of education than to
hear the easy omniscience of many so-called educational experts.
If one could only put them under restraint until they had read this
book, or books like it, they would emerge chastened and reflective,
and the optimistio propagation of mere speculation would receive a
severe and salutary oheck. Meanwhile, let it be the critic's function
to point the way.

This volume is printed in eight long sections or chapters. At
first it was a matter of regret to me that I had no space here to
summarise the topics dealt with and the conclusions arrived at;
but, on reflexion, I thought it was far better to send the reader to
the book itself for those. Let me, rather, by the more extended
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treatment of a few important issues, indicate in what way the author
helps us to form our conclusions.

The chapter on Beading, the fourth chapter of the second volume
and the fourteenth of the whole work, is the best summary of ex-
periments and results on the teaching of reading whioh I know.
It is more than a ohapter, it extends to seventy-three pages, and
might be more fitly called a book. The author sets out by making
an analysis of the mental operations employed when a child learns
to read. Then he discusses the Alphabetic spelling method, the
Phonic spelling method, and the Word method. The first, he says,
is weak because the sound of the separate letters is not known:
the second is weak because children find it so hard to put the sounds
of the single letters together—that fact, by the way, is usually sup-
pressed in books of theory: and the third is based on the view that
children can begin where adults leave off. Tested by results, he
finds that, by the word method, children learn to read very quickly
and very inaccurately; whioh is precisely the opinion I obtained
from the study of the word method in practice in schools of Chicago
*nd New York—very few, if any, English schools use it. He de-
scribes the method as one in whioh the whole word is taught without
the elements—the letteid—being previously learnt. May I suggest
that the whole question lies there ? What are the elements ? The
visual elements are, or may be, letters, the auditory and vocal ele-
ments, except after the patient and prolonged teaching of the analy-
sis of sounds, are certainly not letters, but rather syllables: hence,'
indeed, arises all the difficulty and inadequacy of methods built up
from one side only. Now, of course, as i8> pointed out, we do not
want to analyse for its own sake, muoh of the analysis, if not all,
•will drop away; we shall only, therefore, use analyses which, by
•actual experiment, are shown to be sufficiently useful.

In Lecture 17, which deals with the analysis of children's draw-
ing and methods of instruction in that subject, I may, perhaps,
be allowed to express a special interest. When, some eight years
ago, I penned a strong protest against the psychological analyses
of children's drawings then current, which had, in my judgment,
obscured and misinterpreted the facts, and were even to be found
in work as excellent as Prof Sully's Studies in Childhood (which I
hope every teacher has read), 1 felt very lonely. ' Sensation ' and
' Image' seemed to me, as they were applied in current psychology
and its allied pedagogy, to be worse than useless as explicatory prin-
ciples—yes, worse than useless; for, like the Froebelians of to-day,
they force us to describe as imagination what is really inaccurate,
or blurred and confused, perception. " The boy draws what he
knows," I said, "and not what he sees or images." Without any
suggestion from me, for I have no reason to believe that Prof.
Meumann has ever seen my paper, he writes to-day : " Das kind
-zeichnet was das kind von den Gegenstanden weisz ; ntcht eine
bildnerische Darstellung dessen was es sieht " (Italics mine). He
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follows, he says, the work of Kersohensteiner, SchuLrat of Munich.
And, as he goes on to argue, the adoption of this view puts all the
conclusions of the former work more or less out of court. But, of
course, we can only progress by piling up our experimental work
from every point of view. One criticism only—Is the child's draw-
ing quite AS symbolic as Kerschensteiner thinks ? But detailed points
of difference are unimportant; the whole chapter is most valuable,
and being a comparatively short one—thirty-seven pages only—it
might be possible, pending the translation of the whole work which
mast come some day, to get this before more English readers than'
it will ever reach whilst in ite original German form.

May I for a moment refer to something in the book which, to
an English reviewer, is not"wholly pleasant? Would not Prof.
Meumaun's critioism of Prof. Lay be equally effective if less vigor-
ously expressed ? And is there nothing to be said on the other
side? In a polemic work, of course, one does not expect, though
one may sometimes find stated, all the strong points in an adver-
sary's position; but, in a text-book or general lectures, it is absolutely
incumbent upon the writer to treat himself and his own views in an
objective way. That Prof. Meumann can do this successfully is one
of the moat valuable features of the book. But does he quite man-
age it when the views of Prof. Lay are in question ? The dispute,
briefly, if a foreigner dare tread on so delicate a ground, comes to
this: Prof. Lay attaches enormous importance to sensations of move-
ment in perception; Prof. Meumann is disposed to regard their value
as trifling, if not non-existent. I have long held, from observation
of school children, that the rdle of movement in perception has been,
up to now, grossly over-stated; and careful and exact work, like
that of Prof. Charles H. Judd on Eye-movements and that of Drs.
Rivers and Hicks on the vertical-horizontal illusion, is shaking the
confidence of psychologists who had not hitherto doubted. Prof.
Meumann has knowledge of all this, and the easy confidence of the
opposing school is, doubtless, hard to bear.

Yet it seems to me there is a case on the other side, not only
do movements, whether of eye or hand, bring objects within the
range of perception, and that, too, in a progressive manner, part by
part; but the movement may be itself a factor in the perception of
an object; the object may mean so much movement. The precise
conditions under which this latter state of things is to be found un-
doubtedly require specifying—they must not be taken for granted.
Prof. Meumann undoubtedly accepts the first rdle of movement which
is above specified. But does he accept the second ? The whole
discussion is to be found in chapter xv. on Writing and Spelling,
which again I should like all English teachers to read; but I am
afraid they would want to know a little more about the exact
conditions of some of the experiments described before they
felt much conviction from the results. Of course I quite under-
stand that, in general lectures of this kind, much necessary detail
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most be omitted; it is doubtless a defeot incidental to a lecture
ays tern.

I should have liked to have given some sort of general summary
of chapter xii. dealing with Die Oeisteshygiene der Schularbeit,
which we U3ually refer to ae the problem of Mental Fatigue in
sohool-ohildren, though it is, of course, a much bigger thing than a
problem of fatigue. I fear, however, my space forbids more than a
general referenoe. There is no school* question which has so power-
fully attraoted the amateur educationist, particularly if he happen
to possess a medical or physical bias; and there is no question on
which the good work done bulks so small in proportion to the gross
total. Prof. Meumann's discussion is, throughout, fully informed,
careful in statement, balanced in judgment, and eminently wise in
conclusion. The results of his own work in the elementary schools
of Zurioh agree, in all essentials, with Prof. Thorndike'a in New
York, and with mine in London: we are now well past the early
•days of panio-strioken inaccuracy, and may soon hope to produce
congruent results on which action may be safely based.

Also should I have liked to have followed the author through
Lecture Thirteen, in which he discusses the relation between Ex-
perimental Pedagogy and Didactics., I might here refer English
readers to the chapter by Prof. Adamson on Experimental Pedagogy
in his Practice of Instruction, as oovering some of the same ground.

In the section on Writing the author is admittedly working with
small material. An interesting piece of work was done a few years
ago by the Chicago Bureau of Child-Study, which he might con-
ceivably have found useful.

The chapter on Arithmetic, he himself complains, must be short,
'' weil una bisher eine ausreichende Analyse der rechnenden Tatigkeit
des Kindes fehlt " ; and so, perhaps, I may omit a more explicit re-
ferenoe.

Considering the work as a whole, I can but repeat what I said
when reviewing the first volume. Prof. Meumann has laid us all
under obligation to him. No educationist and no educational
library in any country that counts at all educationally can afford to
be without this book. Even in England, the so-called educational
expert, who decides his educational ideals by personal partiality,
and guides his methods by what Prof. J. Green, I think, happily
calls "reminiscence," will shortly wake to find this way of doing
things obsolete. Books like Prof. Meumann's, comprehensive and
wise, will hasten the coming day.

This second volume, which, I understand, was published in 1907,
shortly after the first, did not reach us till the last term of 1908;
hence the apparently belated appearance of this notice.

W. H. WINCH.


